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1 Concept & Mission1 Concept & Mission

What is

HUGHUG COIN PROJECT has entered the second stage. 

HUGMA NFT Marketplace is based on the concept of "NFT entertainment

connected from HUGMA" and will be operated with NFT x Entertainment x

Experience as the mission. 

DX, the digital transformation, and much more exciting entertainment can

be created by fusing reality with a technology called NFT. 

The future that
HUGHUG COIN
PROJECT aims for



2 Special marketing ambassador2 Special marketing ambassador

Make the content more enjoyable and valuable
by fusing NFT and entertainment! !!

We support HUGHUG COIN PROJECT!

Yui Hatano
Sexy idols are extremely popular in Asia. 
Especially in China, some of them have more
than 3 million followers in the Chinese version
of Twitter Weibo, which utterly shows they are
more popular than many entertainers.

Arina Hashimoto
Arina Hashimoto, an undisputed sexy idol of
the new generation who won the Best Actress
Award at the DMM Adult Award of 2018! enters
the world of cryptocurrency to eradicate
content piracy.

Ai Uehara
Needless to say, a former legendary actress.
She is currently active as a multitalented
entertainer through YouTube.
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Japanese sexy idols are extremely popular in Asia. 
Market size is estimated to be
Over $ 10 Billion

China 
$ 7 Billion

Japan 
$ 2 Billion

Taiwan 
$ 300 Million

Thailand 
$ 150 Million

Singapore 
$ 60 Million Indonesia 

$ 500 Million

Korea 
$ 200 Million
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HUGHUG COIN PROJECT TOKEN symbol

HGHG cannot be purchased at pre-sale
You can purchase at DEX or CEX

HGHG
1,000,000,000

Total supply
amount

45% 450,000,000 HGHG

Stock for TOKEN Burn

10% 100,000,000 HGHG

Stock for TOKEN Burn (spare)

10% 100,000,000 HGHG

Stock for listing on the exchange

10% 100,000,000 HGHG

Stock for staking

10% 100,000,000 HGHG

Pancakeswap pool

2.5% 25,000,000 HGHG

Sales promotion

10% 100,000,000 HGHG

Development costs

2.5% 25,000,000 HGHG

Sponsor partnership

* Burn the same amount of HGHG token purchased by NFT at HUGMA.
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HGHG will be able to trade on DEX and CEX

With the concept of "NFT Entertainment from HUGMA", 
HUGMA will sell event tickets and other valuable products that

can only be purchased through HUGMA.

NFT Market "HUGMA" 
is the center of HUGHUG COIN PROJECT

user

Purchase HGHG NFT Service

NFT Purchase NFT Experience NFT Resell NFT Auction
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The contents of HUGMA will be available for purchase 
of the original NFT of participating sexy idols, 

including Yui Hatano, who had a price of 

160 million yen for the first NFT sale at DoDo.

* Actress, sales method, price, timing, and content are to be decided.
* Custom-made NFTs can be requested at HUGHUG COIN PROJECT.
* Some sexy idols may not participate in the production of some NFT content.

Yui Hatano

One-on-one dinning
NFT TICKET

One-on-one dinning ticket 
with Yui Hatano, who is 
extremely popular in Asia

Ai Uehara

One-on-one dinning
NFT TICKET

Can ask forbidden questions 
to sexy content influencer 
Ai Uehara in a private room 

Arina Hashimoto

One-on-one dinning
NFT TICKET

You can have an online drinking 
party with Arina Hashimoto, 
who won the Best Actress Award 
at the DMM Adult Award of ����.

A lot of image and video-based products that are for sale these days are Fungible and 
not Non-Fungible. At HUGMA, major productions support original NFTs in order to 
realize their true value with NFTs. Will produce persistent content with sexy idols.

What is NFT (Non-Fungible Token)?
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New sexy idols are joining the project one after another! !!

Mio Kimishima

Needless to say, 
one of the best super 
bodies in the industry 
All men in the world 
are captivated

Hibiki Otsuki

Hibiki Otsuki, 
the treasure of the 
sexy content industry 
Starred in more than 
�,��� titles 
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Kokomi Naruse

Everyone loves Kokomi 
Naruse, who is also 
known as Kokomin. 
Charismatic popularity 
and influence

Mahiro Tadai 

Received numerous awards 

with her sexy content debut. 

Disseminates to the world 

as an influencer through 

games and YouTube
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Rena Aoi

Best Actress Award at 
SOD AWARD of ���� 
Active in various 
fields as a singer and 
director.

Ayumi Kimito

On-Demand Award Winner 

of SKY PerfecTV Adult 

Broadcasting Award of ���� 

A talented acting actress 

who is also active in movies 

and theatrical performances

Yuna Ogura

Best New Actress Award
at SOD AWARDof ����!
Very popular in Korea
with over ���K registered
users on YouTube!

Miharu Usa

Won the Best New Actress

Award at the DMM Adult

Award of ����. Current

member of Ebisu ★ Muscats

�rd gen.

Iori Furukawa

Won the SOD Grand Prize

of Excellent Actress Award

and many other awards.

Former member of Ebisu ★

Muscats �st gen.
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Q3  2021.01
Starting market
research of NFT Q3  2021.08

Start trading
PancakeSwap

Q4
Scheduled to be listed

on the first CEX
exchange Q4

CMC,CoinGecko
Publication

Q4
Scheduled to be listed

on the second
CEX exchange Q4

HUGMA NFT
MARKET OPEN

Q4
Start staking

2022
Implementing

cross chain

2023
Launch of Metaverse

test net

2022
Metaverse solution

development



1.The original content of HUGHUG NFT MARKET can only be purchased 
with HGHG.

2.HUGHUG COIN PROJECT cannot be purchased at pre-sale. 
Please purchase at the dedicated exchange.

3.Some of the original contents that are provided to HUGMA NFT MARKETPLACE 
can or cannot be produced. It is sold after obtaining permission from each 
management company and sexy idol.

4. Please be cautious of activities such as pre-sale by impersonating the 
HUGHUG COIN PROJECT. The management will not take any responsibility.

5.Sexy idols and each management company are not the management team, 
so please refrain from inquiring about HGHG TOKEN. In addition, losses in transactions and 
purchases are at your own risk.

Unless otherwise specified, the copyrights and neighboring rights of the published content are 
owned by the management offices of each actress. HUGHUG COIN PROJECT has obtained permission 
to use the content from the management offices. Secondarily illegal usage of the information, 
images, sounds, etc., by reprinting, diversion copying, copying, editing, modification, sale, public 
transmission, etc., without the right holders' permission is strictly forbidden.
In the unlikely event that such a fact is discovered, we may warn you and take legal action against 
any maliciousness.
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